TARANGANBA STATE SCHOOL
YEAR 1 BOOKLIST – 2017

Text Books
1 Queensland Targeting Handwriting 1 Student Book
1 My Beginner’s Dictionary – Mary Schwenke (Firefly Press)

Exercise Books
1 A4 Quad Rule 10mm only - Maths
6 Scrapbooks 96 page
12 A4 Year 1 ruled red & blue lined books
1 Year 1 lined exercise book (regular size)

Other
1 Highlighter
1 Permanent black marker (for outlining)
6 Whiteboard markers (black or blue)
1 Small pack textas
1 Packet of texta Zoom twist crayons
6 Erasers
2 Boxes HB triangular lead pencils (approx 20) Brand: Staedtler or other good quality
4 Sets coloured pencils (12 packs – will need to be replaced throughout the year)
1 No. 6 flat paintbrush
1 Good quality sharpener – Derwent or Maped (twin)
8 Bostik Blu Sticks 35g (two per term)
1 Large pack craypas (oil pastel)
1 Pair scissors (that work) blunt-nosed not crayola - (left-handed if needed)
1 Pencil case – (not too small or too big - smaller than A4 size)
1 Clear Plastic Ruler
1 Zippered Mesh Data Case (360x270mm large) for homework
1 Library Bag
1 Painting T-shirt
1 Standard box tissues
4 A4 Clear velcro plastic wallets – Home reading and class work
1 Hand sanitiser pump pack (Girls to buy only) 250ml or bigger
1 Liquid soap pump pack (Boys to buy only) 250ml or bigger
2 Reams Reflex A4 Photocopy Paper

PLEASE LABEL ALL ITEMS CLEARLY AND BRING TO SCHOOL ON THE FIRST DAY
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# TARANGANBA STATE SCHOOL
## YEAR 2 BOOKLIST – 2017

**Text Books**
1. Think Mentals 2 – Maths Strategies & Practice *Firefire Press*
1. My Beginners Dictionary (2016 Year 1 teachers will collect to send to Year 2 classrooms)
1. Qld Targeting Handwriting Student Book 2 *by Pascal Press*

**Exercise Books**
2. 10 mm Quad-ruled (*Grid book – squares Maths*)
6. Scrapbooks (general)
10. A4 Year 2 lined (not Botany books)
1. A4 Plastic Clipboard folder (fold out type)

**Other**
1. Box 20 good quality HB pencils or 2 boxes of 12 *clearly named* (equates to 5 per term)
1. Packet long coloured pencils (*NOT felt pens*)
1. Packet of craypas
8. Whiteboard markers (black only)
1. Packet zoom crayons
2. Highlighters
1. Ruler (*30cm wooden*)
8. Erasers (*plain white only*) - each actual eraser named
1. Zipped pencil cases
1. Good quality enclosed sharpener
8. **Large** Glue sticks (*UHU or Bostik*) (equates to 2 per term)
1. Scissors – (good cutting, *medium size*, plastic handles)
2. Paintbrushes (size No.2 and No.8)
1. Koh-I-Nor (18) Watercolour Discs in case
1. Document wallet – *cardboard*
2. A4 clear plastic zipped wallets for readers and homework
1. A4 display folder (for any certificates)
1. A3 Display Art Folio
1. Painting shirt – *clearly named*
1. Library bag – *clearly named*
2. Large boxes of tissues
2. Reams photocopy paper – **White Reflex only**

*PLEASE LABEL ALL ITEMS CLEARLY AND BRING TO SCHOOL ON THE FIRST DAY*
TARANGANBA STATE SCHOOL
YEARS BOOKLIST – 2017

Text Books
1 Macquarie New Primary Dictionary with thesaurus
1 Targeting Handwriting – Student Book 3
1 English Skills Practice – Book C – R.I.C. Publications

Exercise Books
3 A4 Quad ruled books (7mm)
12 A4 Year 3/4 Exercise Books
4 Scrapbooks

Other
4 Erasers (each eraser clearly named)
4 Red pens
2 Box of 20 good quality HB pencils or 3 boxes of 12 (each pencil clearly named)
1 Packet long colouring pencils
1 Packet Wind-ups
1 Highlighter pens (pack of 4)
10 Whiteboard markers (black/blue) Good quality (Artline)
2 Packet Felt Pens
1 Large Packet craypas (Oil pastels)
8 Glue sticks (large) – (clearly named) (UHU or Bostik)
2 Good quality enclosed Pencil sharpeners
2 Rulers (30cm wooden – cm on top)
1 Scissors
1 Zipped pencil case
1 Box tissues
2 Document Wallets (plastic)
2 Display Folders
1 Plastic clipboard (with folding cover)
1 A3 Display Art Folio
1 Headphones – computer student headset with microphone
2 A4 zippered mesh data case
2 Paint brushes (size 2 & 8)
1 Calculator Sharp Elsimate EL243
1 Recorder (Yamaha or Suzuki brand with name engraved)
1 Old shirt for art activities
1 Library bag from previous years
2 Reams of photocopy paper – Reflex only

PLEASE LABEL ALL ITEMS CLEARLY AND
BRING ALL TO SCHOOL ON THE FIRST DAY
TARANGANBA STATE SCHOOL
YEAR 4 BOOKLIST – 2017

Essential Text Books
1 Macquarie New Primary Dictionary

Exercise Books
2 A4 Quad ruled (grid) books (7mm squares) from Year 3 Maths
2 A4 Blue lined exercise books
10 A4 Year ¾ ruled red & blue lined books
1 Small exercise book – 48 pages

Other
4 Erasers (plain white only)
2 Wooden rulers (30cm – mm and cm) (No metal, plastic or holes)
2 Sharpeners (eg Maped or Derwent)
20 HB Pencils or 2 boxes of 12 (good quality eg Staedtler)
2 Medium black permanent markers (2.5mm chisel point)
1 Red biro medium point (prefer Paper-Mate Kilometrico)
1 Packet coloured pencils
1 Packet felt pens
6 Whiteboard Marker Pens – black only (Sharpie or Artline 1.5mm)
1 Pkt Oil Pastels (Craypas)
4 Highlighter pens (one each of red/pink, blue, green and yellow)
1 Pencil case (medium size approx 30cm x 15cm)
1 Scissors (good quality student size – not kindy)
6 Glue sticks (35g) Bostik
1 Clipboard folder
1 Headphones – computer student headset (from previous year – check if in working order
1 A4 clear display folders
1 A3 display folder for Art (can be used from previous years)
1 Document wallet – (plastic)
2 Paintbrushes (flat No. 1 and flat No. 8)
1 Library bag (from previous years)
1 Box tissues (large)
1 Calculator Sharp EL243 Elsimate (from Year 3)
1 Recorder – (Yamaha or Suzuki brand with name engraved) (from Year 3)
2 Reams of photocopy paper – Reflex only

PLEASE LABEL ALL ITEMS CLEARLY AND
BRING TO SCHOOL ON THE FIRST DAY
TARANGANBA STATE SCHOOL
YEAR 5 BOOKLIST - 2017

Text Books
1  Macquarie New Primary Dictionary (or from last year)

Exercise Books
3  A4 blue lined book (128 page)
9  A4 blue lined books (64 page)
4  A4 7mm quad books (48 page)

Other
4  Erasers
1  Box 2B Pencils (12)
2  Black pens (Fine Line)
6  Whiteboard markers (black only) Artline 1.5mm
4  Highlighter pens – red/pink, blue, green and yellow
1  Box coloured pencils
1  Packet of textas/felt pens
2  Rulers (hard plastic or wooden, mm/cm – NOT bendable)
2  Sharpeners
4  Large glue sticks (Bostik or UHU)
1  Protractor (not whole Kent Set) 180°/100mm
1  Recorder (Suzuki / Yamaha brand) from previous year
1  Box tissues
2  A4 display folders
1  A3 display folder for Art (from previous years)
1  Plastic document wallet (clear white not coloured)
1  Headphones (from previous year)
1  Calculator – Sharp EL 243 Elsimate (from previous year)
1  Pair scissors (good cutting, large sized)
1  Library bag
1  Black permanent marker
1  Packet of oil pastels 24 pack (can be used from previous years)
2  Reams of photocopying paper – Reflex only

PLEASE LABEL ALL ITEMS CLEARLY AND BRING TO SCHOOL ON THE FIRST DAY
TARANGANBA STATE SCHOOL
YEAR 6 BOOKLIST – 2017

Text Books
1 Macquarie Pocket Dictionary (not Junior or Primary)
1 Atlas (If your child already has an atlas or dictionary from previous years, these may be used)

Exercise Books
5 A4 7mm Grid Books
12 A4 blue lined exercise books (96 pages) (one for LOTE)
2 Slimpick wallets
1 A4 Display folder
1 Mapping Tracing Book

Other
1 Protractor
1 Calculator (simple NOT scientific or functions)
2 Box of 12 - HB pencils
2 Black pens (medium point)
1 Packet of textas/felt pens
2 Ruler (no flexible rulers)
6 Erasers
1 Box coloured pencils
1 Packet of oil pastels (craypas)
6 Whiteboard markers (black or blue – Artline only)
2 Sharpeners (must be enclosed)
3 Highlighters (3 different colours)
1 USB stick – 2GB
1 Pair scissors (good cutting, medium sized, plastic handles)
4 Large Glue Sticks (Bostik or UHU)
2 Paint brushes size 2 and 8
1 Library bag
1 Clipboard
1 Recorder (Suzuki/Yamaha brand)
1 Headphones with microphone (from previous year)
4 Boxes tissues
1 Handwash (pump or refill)
1 A3 Ream of photocopy paper – Reflex only

PLEASE LABEL ALL ITEMS CLEARLY AND BRING TO SCHOOL ON THE FIRST DAY